Frikadeller
(Danish Meatballs)
Serves 4 to 6
Danish-born and bred Stig Hansen
offers up this recipe from his awardwinning cook book, “Cooking
Danish: A Taste of Denmark”.
1 1/2 lbs. ground pork shoulder
1 cup all-purpose flour
2 teas. dehydrated onions
1/2 teas. granulated garlic
2 teas. salt
1 teas. ground pepper
2 eggs
1 cup 2% milk
Butter or margarin
Vegetable oil

Norway to remain
a monarchy
Norway's royals received a vote
of confidence in the Stortinget in
March, when a report touting a
change to a republic, rather than
a monarchy, was
overwhelmingly defeated. Four
Labour Party members made
the proposal in the form of a
report detailing how a republic
under a president would
function. The proposal was
voted down by a vote of 83 to
11. This aligns with broad
support shown in opinion polls
for the institution as well as King
Harald V and Crown Prince
Haakon.
Scandinavian Press, summer 2013

1. Combine the ground pork (plain
pork, not seasoned pork sausage)
with the flour in a bowl and mix well.
Add the onion, garlic, salt and
pepper. Mix in the eggs and then
the milk. Spoon the mixture into a
deep plate and chill in the
refrigerator for 1 to 2 hours for
easier shaping.
2. Add enough equal parts butter
and oil to a skillet to measure 1/4
inch in depth. Heat over medium
heat. Hold the dish with the
meatball mixture in the left hand and
spoon the pork mixture carefully into
the pan with a soup spoon, shaping
it into balls with the spoon. Cook
the meatballs until brown on both
sides, turning once.
3. Remove the meatballs to a plate.
Serve warm with red cabbage and
caramel potatoes or serve as a light
lunch with potato salad.
Extras can be frozen, and reheated
in the oven or microwave.
—Scandinavian Press, summer 2013

Do Blondes Really Have More Fun?
If they do, then the central parts of
Norway, Sweden and Finland should be
the happiest countries on Earth! At least
80% of the population is fair-haired, the
highest figure in all of Europe.
The map below, indicating the varying
degrees of "blondness" in Europe, shows
how fair hair gets rarer farther away from
this core area.
The consecutive bands (representing
the "average" hair color in each area)
surrounding the core blonde area in
Scandinavia represent degrees of ethnic
variation.
The highest percentages of fair-haired
people can be found around the Baltic Sea
(e.g., Denmark, the Polish coast and the
Baltic states), making it in effect an
almost entirely blonde-bounded lake.
Iceland was settled mainly by
Norwegian colonists, and Icelanders still
share the same degree of blondness with
the largest part of Norway. The southern
border of the fairer-haired part of Britain
corresponds quite well with the southern
border of the Danelaw, which was ruled
and settled by the Danish in the early
Middle Ages.

—according to Susan Crawford, author
of "Captive Audience."

The northern end of Scotland
represents the Highlands, perhaps
indicating this was a refuge for the darkerhaired Celtic people.
The darkest-haired part of France
corresponds with those areas most heavily
populated by its more ancient GalloRoman inhabitants, and the darker-haired
area of Switzerland correlates with the
areas where Rhaeto-Roman and Italian are
spoken.
The darker areas in the far north of
Scandinavia, as well in Russia's far north
(the Kola peninsula) and farther east
(Siberia) are likely due to the prevalence
of native Saami people (formerly called
Lapps).
—Text from Scandinavian Press, summer
2013.
Map from www.eupedia.com.
Eupedia has a great deal of comparison
information on Europe, including a
detailed breakdown on population
migration using DNA data, as well as
other fascinating maps.
More on this
subject in the future!

Percentage of Light Hair in Europe

Phone Data Pricing
Ever wonder why it is so expensive
to use your phone? Data rates vary
widely: Sweden is 11¢ per megabit,
while in the USA it is 53¢.

His Majesty King Harald V
and Her Majesty Queen Sonja
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IKEA good and bad
Swedish retailer IKEA plans to sell
only energy-efficient LED lighting
by 2016, a move it announced two
years after it said it was phasing out
incandescent bulbs. —Scand Press
Contrastingly, IKEA is facing heavy
criticism for the logging and clearcutting of old-growth forests in the
north of Russian Karelia by its
wholly owned subsidiary
Swedwood. —www.guardian.co.uk
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